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General Information

Applicant Entity (maximum characters: 100)
Applicant Entity Tax ID Number (NIF/CIF) (maximum characters: 10)
Project title (maximum characters: 100)
Project acronym (maximum characters: 100)
Name of the project leader (maximum characters: 100)

Select the business area
- Therapeutic
- MedTech
- Digital Health

Participation of the project in other “la Caixa” Foundation Calls
- Yes
- No

List of Calls (maximum characters: 300)

What is the protection status of the Asset(s)?
Add patent code or IP strategy (maximum characters: 100)

Time to market
- Over 6 years
- Between 4 and 6 years
- Between 2 and 4 years
- Less than 2 years
Technology Readiness Level (TRL)

- 01
- 02
- 03
- 04
- 05
- 06
- 07
- 08
- 09

Has the Asset(s) been transferred to a Spin-off company?
- Yes
- No

Amount requested from the “la Caixa” Foundation (€)

Total amount needed (€)

Describe the core idea of your application in one sentence (maximum characters: 150)

Abstract (max characters: 1500)

2 Scientific and technical feasibility

What are the scientific fundamentals underlying your idea? Have you performed a proof of concept validation? (maximum characters: 1500)

Describe how the Project’s Leader knowledge and experience in field of the Asset(s) would contribute to the success of the Project. Discuss it in the context of the composition and the relevancy of the rest of the team members. (maximum characters: 1500)

Has your Asset(s) been under evaluation by other funding programmes prior to this call (an object of research grants or other innovation or acceleration programmes)? Please detail the most relevant ones (maximum characters: 500)

3 Transferability and market potential

According to the stage of development of the Asset(s), what are the identified needs and determinants that currently condition its successful progression to the commercialisation phases? (maximum characters: 1500)

Describe the specific innovation transfer milestones you wish to achieve by participating in this Call in terms of time-to-market (maximum characters: 1000)

Who are your end-users? What is the market segment and the market size you are addressing? (maximum characters: 1000)
Societal relevance and potential impact

**What is the unmet need you aim to address** and why is it timely and relevant? What potential impact will your solution have? (maximum characters: 1500)

**What are the available solutions** that currently address the specific problem you aim to solve? What is the innovation of your solution? Who will be the main beneficiaries of your solution? (maximum characters: 1500)

Additional Documentation

Copy of the identification document of the Project Leader (DNI/NIF/ID)

Letter of commitment from the host institution (template here)